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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1879-After David got to late True Saint Rank, he could 
relax slightly now. 

He could feel that the fight outside had not started. 

Hence, he put his focus on the new skill the system rewarded him with. 

The system had a very basic introduction to Cloning. 

David could use a drop of his blood essence to summon a clone, and the clone would 
have the same strength as his true form. 

The clone would exist for an hour and disappear once the time was up. David could add 
another drop of blood essence in advance so that the clone would not disappear. 

It would take David one drop of blood essence for every summon. 

In theory, as long as David had enough blood essence, the clone would always be 
around. 

When David saw this, he could not help lamenting. 

Everything the system gave him was amazing. 

He was now a late True Saint, so if he summoned a clone and it would be on the same 
level as him, there would be two late True Saints. 

This was such an amazing skill. 

One hour was more than enough for a battle between powerhouses. 

If it was not enough, he could just add another drop of blood essence. 

However, the only bad thing was that it needed blood essence. 

Blood essence was the blood near the human heart, and it was different from normal 
blood. 

That was where the human essence was. 

Using too much of it would cause permanent damage to the body. 



The things that could nourish the blood essence were all precious treasures of heaven 
and earth that sold at sky-high prices. It was almost the same as the ones used to 
increase mind power. 

However, a drop of blood essence was not as important as an additional combat power 
of a True Saint. 

David clicked on Cloning and a window appeared. 

[Learning the skill of cloning will consume one hundred thousand lavish points. After 
learning it, the host can use a drop of blood essence to summon a clone with the same 
strength as the host. The clone’s initial lifespan is one hour, but the host can use blood 
essence in advance to prolong the time. After the clone disappears, it can be 
summoned again with a drop of blood essence. In addition, the clone has no 
autonomous ability, and the host needs to allocate 

some of his mind power to control it. Please confirm whether to learn.] 

David was shocked when he saw the system’s reminder. 

He needed a hundred thousand lavish points just to learn this. 

‘This is so expensive!’ 

Thankfully, he reserved a hundred thousand lavish points in advance. 

If not, he would not be able to learn such an exceptional skill even though it was right in 
front of him. That feeling would be so torturous and uncomfortable. 

He had to learn the skill that would give him an additional helper with the same strength 
as him even if it would cost a million lavish points. 

After all, he would have another late True Saint clone. 

When he broke through to Sacred Saint Rank, he would have another Sacred Saint with 
him. 

As he grew more and more powerful, the clone he summoned would also be more and 
more powerful. 

One could imagine how amazing this skill was. 

With this and the rest of his skills, David could fight two opponents of the same level as 
him. It would even be possible if he fought three or four of them. 



However, he would need to spend all his power to find treasures of heaven and earth 
that could nourish his blood 

essence after he learned Cloning. 

It would be better to be prepared even if he would not need it. 

David chose ‘Yes’ to learn Cloning. 

A hundred thousand lavish points disappeared, and the secrets of Cloning appeared in 
his brain. 

Not everyone could use Cloning as the clone would not have bodily autonomy and the 
user would need to control it with some mind power. 

This would be hard for people with weak mind power. 

Only people with strong mind power like David could control their clones without 
affecting themselves. 

It could be said that Cloning was the special skill allocated by the system for its host. 
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1880-Even though others learned it, they would have no 
use for it. 

Unless they had some special encounter that gave them abnormally high mind power. 

However, these people were very rare in Star Kingdom, and they were even rarer than 
Sacred Saints. 

After David finished upgrading himself and was learning Cloning. 

Cosmo and Cedar were already fighting on top of Treasure Trove. 

True Saints were proud, and they would not bow down to people at the same level as 
them. 

Plus, the two families were almost on the same level. 

If either of them bowed down, wouldn’t it mean their family was the inferior one? 

No one would give in if it involved the glory of their family. 



Boom! 

After a testing punch from both parties, the barrier that was blocking the ground was 
smashed. 

The crowd below could hear the noises in the air again. 

The fight between two True Saints caused the people below to be in an uproar. 

“Look! They’re fighting! They’re fighting! The True Saints from the Lightfoot and 
Fellowes families are fighting!” 

“Are they going to fight here? There are so many people here. We won’t have a chance 
to flee if one of them makes a small mistake.” 

“Yeah! The shockwave from a battle between True Saints could kill us, let alone a small 
mistake.” 

“What should we do then? Should we run now? Our lives are the most important thing!” 

“Run? Will that work? If those two fight for real, the entire Central Sacred Continent will 
be smashed to pieces. Where can you go then?” 

“They should only be testing each other out. They won’t fight for real, right? The people 
here represents half of the forces in Star Kingdom, so they might not be able to endure 
any repercussions.” 

“I think so too. If they really want to fight, they won’t fight here. Plus, we have TSA on 
the Central Sacred Continent. The head of TSA is the number one in Star Kingdom, so 
he won’t allow them to cause chaos on the Central Sacred Continent.” 

Finally, someone said something reasonable and temporarily calmed the crowd down. 

The Central Sacred Continent was where the head of the Saints Association, the 
number one of Star Kingdom, governed. 

The Lightfoot and Fellowes families were not idiots either, so they would not fight here 
for real. 

If not, both of them would suffer if the head of the Saints Association came here 
personally. 

They did not have Sacred Saints either. 

Moby stood amongst the crowd, and he knew what he should do. 



Since he was sent here by the Saints Association, he had to go talk to Cosmo and 
Cedar regardless of if they would fight for real or not. 

He would do everything he could to stop the battle between the Saints. 

Even if he could not stop it, he had to remind those two to fight somewhere else. It 
would be best if they could go to the void so they would not hurt the innocent. 

Hence, Moby mustered his courage to fly between the three families. 

At this moment, he was very nervous. 

There were three True Saints and all of them were showing their energies. 

Moby was like a leaf in the ocean between them. He would drown at any time under the 
three sets of huge waves. 

He had seen a lot of powerhouses before, and he had even met a Sacred Saint like the 
head of the Saints Association. 

A Sacred Saint who could control their energy and showed an amiable personality was 
very different from a furious 

True Saint with his guns blazing. 

Anyway, Moby figured those three were even scarier than the head right now. 

Of course, he had never seen the head of the Saints Association in rage, so that was 
why he dared to say that. 

If not, ten True Saints would not compare to a single furious Sacred Saint. 
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